2020-2021
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY OPENING

Join our Team!

Prince George County, VA is located 25 miles southeast of Richmond, the state capital. The county is just two hours from the nation’s capital and thirty minutes from Richmond’s fine museums, sports and restaurants. Within a two hour drive are the famed Blue Ridge Mountains and the beaches of the Atlantic Ocean. America’s Historic Triangle and Civil War battlefields are an hour away. Ft. Lee, a military installation which serves as the site of the Quartermaster school and provides administrative and logistical support to the Army, is located in Prince George. Children living on post are served by the county school division. Several colleges and universities are located within a 60 mile radius of the county.

RELATIONSHIPS MATTER!

Benefits

- **NO CASE MANAGEMENT!!**
  The school psychologist is just one part of a collaborative evaluation team that includes a coordinator (who does eligibility paperwork), school social worker, and special education teacher (educational assessment)
- Private office with desktop computer and laptop
- Professional Development $$ and time off for state & national conferences* Local PD opportunities
- Regionally competitive salary
- Ample assessment resources – over 50 up-to-date tests to use along w/ intervention resources
- Mentoring and collaborative school psychology opportunities
- Did we mention - No case management!

*requires approval and is based on yearly budget.

DISCLOSURE The Prince George County School Board does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, religion, political affiliation, handicapping conditions, or sex in its educational programs or employment.

Apply Here!